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MISSOULA MAKES A SCORE OF 7 TO AGAINST HAWKESVILLE BASEBALL Warwick

all refused to Stay In Hands of Iowa Men While Gophers Had No Folk All-High—Th_ste Sooner by Witness of Pitcher, Lambert.

Tea justify errors, committed at inumped a throw, now when the spilt debut for them in yester-

day's game on Iowa Field. This col-

lection of errors being interspersed with a couple of smart basel

eling as Gopher northmen entered by a score of seven to three, the players had at that time Lawler's hopeful had an off day in fielding line as a glance at the score will indicate. 8

Inners

lunder.

ling by striking out. 

's

HAWKESVILLE BASEBALL

THURSDAY, MARCH 8

Program

(a) March—"American Blood".

(b) "Genesis."

(c) "Serenade," T. G.

(d) "Adventures—The Rising Star" from the Opera "Tannhauser." 

(e) Four Selections from the Opera "Boheme." 

(f) "The Three Wishes." 

(g) "Children of the Night." 

(h) "In Hard Fly Was Smothered." 

(i) "Lawyer." 

(j) " jesting by striking out. 

(k) "Striking Out." 

(l) "Catch Me If You Can." 

(m) "I Still Love You." 

(n) "I Love My Country." 

(o) "I Love to Love You." 

(p) "I Love You." 

(q) "I Love You." 

(r) "I Love You." 

(s) "I Love You." 

(t) "I Love You." 

(u) "I Love You." 

(v) "I Love You." 

(w) "I Love You." 

(x) "I Love You." 

(y) "I Love You." 

(z) "I Love You."
WE have been watching our sales pretty closely during the last few days to determine just what is the popular price for a suit.

You know we aim to make our clothes fit as comfortably as our Harsh-Wickwire and Kuppenheimer Clothes will in your figure.

$22.50

is the popular price by practical test.

See our specials at that figure today.

SLAVATA & EPPLE
Iowa City's Live Clothiers

LIBRARY TRAINING TO BE GIVEN IN SUMMER

LIBRARY TRAINING TO BE GIVEN IN SUMMER

- WELL KNOWN LIBRARY EXPERTS TO BE ON STAFF-OF-INSTRUCTION-

Librarian to be Director of School—Will Be TWELFTH Year That This Institution Has Been Given.—Library Commission To Assist.

The summer school for library training will be revived this year by the State Library Commission. Many prominent library experts throughout the state, officials of the university library, and Mrs. Edna Lyman, who is one of the most efficient and successful school teachers of this kind in the United States, and from the appearance of the schedule prepared, the standard will be raised still higher this summer.

VARIED PROGRAM BY HACONIAN MEETING

Meeting Friday Night Marks Close of Successive Summer Session of Scientific Club.

The last meeting of the Bacinonian club for this school year was held last Friday evening. The attendance was small since many of the members were in Amos attending the meeting of the Association of Homes. A number of short reports on various subjects constituted the program.

Mr. S. A. Hooten, of the department of geology, gave the first report of the school, Canada, nickle-bearing ore. He told of a bone located in South Dakota, which was made of Buffalo, N. Y., from which 70 per cent of the nickel produced in 1911 was mined. The basis is 26 miles long and 14 miles wide and is composed of the oldest known rocks in geological history.

Prof. A. W. Hooten next gave a report on advances in Metallurgy. He spoke especially of the formation of steel ingots in the production of steel. The various impurities to be gotten rid of present a considerable problem to the metallurgist. The growth of crystals, which causes brittleness in the steel and lowers the strength, is a serious difficulty. During the cooling process after the metaluntil his metal has cooled down from the form, the impurities go toward the center. During the cooling and other more serious difficulty arises. This was no more pointed out than in the case of an open space, triangular in shape, surrounded by the steel. The part of the line that could be used in the "pipe" is the small triangular part left in the corner, but this causes a loss of $2 a ton. An English scientist has invented a method of handing the solution mass so that the loss may be prevented thereby. An annual saving of $4,000,000 results.

Mr. Mullenberg told of precious stones found in the glacial drift north of America. He spoke of a beautiful blue-white variety which is discovered in Northern Iowa. He was looking over pebbles in a more or less little fashion when he peculiar quality of some stone caught his eye. He had since then been mounted, and the owner has been offered a large sum for it.

Mr. M. L. Langston next reported on the geodetic form found in the interglacial cut between Iowa City and Cedar Rapids. Professor Stiles told of the formation of the small frog and showed plates of the animal produced by Professor Low from the female germ only having one egg. An experiment conducted to determine the value of eating food by boiling it, by destililing, or by normal mastication. The difference in results was small, and evidently it is safe for us to go on eating without paying particular attention to the method.
Wienke's

Arcade Bookstore
The Fountain Pen Store
Note Books Drawing instruments and Student's Supplies
A choice line of Cigars.

WE PLAY ILLINOIS SATURDAY

SPOTTING DOPE

EVERY BODY OUT FOR HOME TRACK MEET

WINBEKE'S

LAW'S SCORE 9 TO 2 OVER ENGINEERS

Laws Win Easy Victory With Strickler at Bat and on Mount

The highly-touted engineer also proved an easy victim for the laws when the two teams met Monday afternoon on laws field. The contest was obviously one-sided from beginning to end, the final score being the result of the laws.

The law team numbered several stars of varsity caliber, chief among them being Strickler, whose all-around work at bat and in the mound was the biggest factor over the engineers. At all times he held the hard-hitting engineers, high-lighting the laws' run to victory.

Tank on runaway. The laws hammered the offerings of Swanson from the first inning to the last, but in spite of strike-outs the two pitchers were even, each slamming down nine of his opponents.

The laws started off with an 8 and pushed the first three men of bat past the pan. Strickler scored in the third inning and again in the fifth, when he made his third and decisive hit. In their half of the sixth, the engineers rallied their only run on E. Swanson's triple with Harrison and Carnemhiel on third and second. The laws retaliated in the seventh inning by four runs after two men were out. In this inning, hits by Bertling and Geitz together with a walk to Strickler filled the bases with no one out. Kane's hit to Swanson scored Bertling and Carnemhiel and Kane and Geitz scored on hits to left field.

Geitz and Strickler starred with the projector for the laws, each getting three hits while Bertling covered the other nine. Strickler tripled in the first inning and single in the third with Kane as runner, scored in the fifth and again in the seventh. They were both out with runners on the first and third bases in the last inning. Strickler also starred with the bases on third and first in the seventh with Geitz and Kane, but grounded out with a chance to score.

Roses HOME GROWN

GIANT

Violets

Hyacinths

Carnations

Artistically Arranged

26 S. Clinton St.
Iowa City

Buying Your Good Will

By selling you the best GROCERIES at reasonable Cost is our aim.

Grandrath's Busy Grocery
Phone 89
129 South Dubuque St.

LADIES

Let us . . .your clothes clean and pressed this spring. It's the secret of good dressing. Our service is the best and our prices are reasonable.

The Varsity Wardrobe
Call 54 and the wagon will call promptly

OLUSCOMBE

Gives Special Rates on Senior Photos

WE ALSO FRAME PICTURES OF ALL KINDS

REICHRADT

Serves the best meals in the city—The best vitals and supplies together with unexcelled working goes into every lunch or meal set out.
The Pure Food
Emporium
We cater to the class of people who are particular at what they eat but object to being "held up" on the price. Our unusual facilities enable us to give you exceptional SERVICE all along the line.

GEO. D. BARTH
GROCER
6 and S. Dubuque Street

May-Day
Concert
By
University Orchestra
OF TWENTY-FIVE PIECES
Under direction of Prof. Gustav Schoetel; assisted by four well-known artists: Misses Marie De Santy, Contralto; Mr. Ubo Reidel, Concertmeister; Mr. E. van Bon, Bassoon; Basile Lande and Trombonist; and Mr. C. W. Hazelett, Flute Soloist.

Best Orchestra For Years
Two Hours of Splendid Entertainment
Proceeds to University Musical
Cultural Society
A MUSICAL TREAT
BY ONE OF THE LARGEST ORCHESTRAS IN THE STATE
SCIENCE AUDITORIUM
THURSDAY, MAY 1
ADMISSION 25c
8:15 P. M.